We show that some classical P-complete problems can be solved e ciently in average NC. The probabilistic model we consider is the sample space of input instances with the underlying distribution being the uniform one. The parallel algorithms use a polynomial number of processors and have expected time polylogarithmic in the instance size.
Introduction
Given a P-complete problem there is little hope of nding an e cient parallel algorithm to solve it, unless P=NC. Consider that a parallel algorithm is e cient if it nds feasible solutions to instances of the given problem in time polylogarithmic in instance size and uses a polynomial number of processors (see, e.g., BDG95, GHR95] ). Since the P-completeness is a worst case complexity result, it does not rule out the existence of parallel algorithms that although needing polynomial time in the worst case, perform e ciently for \almost all" instances. Finding such parallel algorithms is an alternative to cope with P-complete problems which consists in showing that the expected parallel time of such algorithm is polylogarithmic under a reasonable probabilistic model. This approach has been initiated for P-hard problems in CRT87, CF90] and further considered in D az et al. DSST94] for Circuit Value Problem. In DSST94] the authors left open the possibility of using their model for other P-complete problems. It should be pointed out that their main interest was to give a parallel algorithm for CVP having an expected time polylogarithmically upper bounded. They do not consider the possibility for improvements on the upper bound.
In this paper our interest is, rst, to extend the result of D az et al. for the the following classical P-complete problems: Uniform Word, Unit Resolution, Path Systems and Generability, and secondly, to give improved expected parallel time, i.e. to nd parallel algorithms with better expected time bounds. Consider that a parallel algorithm is ecient on average, or is in average NC, if it uses a polynomial number of processors and nds the solution to the problem in polylogarithmic expected time, under an appropriate probabilistic model. The probabilistic model that we consider is the following: the sample space is the set of input descriptions, and the underlying distribution is the uniform one, that is, every object in the sample space is counted once. We present parallel algorithms for the problems mentioned above such that if the instances of the problems are chosen uniformly at random they have expected time that is polylogarithmic in the instance size. More precisely, we use Cherno bounds (see, e.g., HR90]) to show that such algorithms have expected time O(log 3 n), with high probability, for large values of (instance size) n.
Then, in order to provide improved expected bounds we take advantage of the particular structure of the problems at hand and show expected time O(log n).
Given a parallel algorithm to solve a P-complete problem another question of interest to ask is whether we can compute in advance, for a given instance, the time the algorithm lasts on this instance. Our motivation for this issue comes from the following observation: if we can compute quickly the time the algorithm lasts on instances then we could use the algorithm for the easy instances and decide whether to use it or not on the di cult ones. We address this problem for the proposed parallel algorithm for Uniform Word. We de ne a new problem, called Extended Uniform Word, in which we are given an instance of Uniform Word and we want to compute the \depth" of the given pair of terms in the set of axioms rather than to prove whether that pair of terms belongs to the set of axioms. We show that this problem is P-complete and furthermore that the problem of approximating it within any ratio " > 0 is P-complete. Similar results can be found for the other problems addressed in Ser90] . Regarding this result we will refer to "-problem as well as logspace "-gap reductions which are useful for proving parallel non-approximability results.
The methodology for the problems considered here is almost the same. First we show how to generate uniformly at random instances of the problem at hand and then exhibit a parallel algorithm that is in average NC. Since random generation of instances presents peculiarities for each problem, we do it for any case. On the other hand the analysis that proves the expected polylog time of the proposed algorithm is given complete for the Uniform Word and with simpli ed proofs for other cases.
Preliminaries Average NC Class. Given a language L and a probability distribution p n over words of of length n of L, it is said that L belongs to the class Average NC (with respect to the given distribution) if there is a parallel algorithm for L that uses a polynomial number of processors, runs in time T(jxj), x 2 L, and there exist constants k, such that, for strings of length n the following holds X x2L;jxj=n T(x)p n (x) log k n:
Function Problem. Let be a given problem such that for any instance I there is a unique solution to I, and let (I) denote the (unique) value corresponding to the solution.
Clearly, (I), as a function, is well de ned. is called a function problem.
"-Problem. Given a function problem , an instance I of and an ", " 2 (0; 1), compute a value V (I) such that " (I) V (I) (I).
Logspace "-Gap Reduction SG76, Ser91] . Given a decision problem , a function problem 0 and an ", " 2 (0; 1), a logspace "-gap reduction from to 0 is a pair of functions (f; g) computable in logspace such that (a) function f transforms instances of into instances of 0 , (b) function g assigns a rational value g(I) to instance I of and, nally, (c) if (I) = 0 then (f(I)) < g(I), otherwise (f(I)) g(I)=". Logspace "-gap reductions are useful to prove parallel non-approximablity results as stated by the following result of Serna Ser90] . Let be a P-complete problem, 0 a function problem and " 2 (0; 1). If there is a logspace "-gap reduction from to 0 then "-0 is P-complete. Let T denote the set of terms. Then, a binary relation in T is a congruence provided that: (a) is an equivalence relation, and (b) if 2 O is m-ary and x i ; y i , i = 1; : : :; m are terms such that x i y i then (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x m ) (y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :; y m ): Next, a set of axioms ?
is a set of unordered pairs of terms. There is possible to de ne on T an equivalence relation that satisfy all the axioms of ?. For that we de ne rstly the binary relation: 8x; y 2 T , x y i fx; yg 2 ?, which satis es all the axioms of ?. Having we de ne ? to be the smallest congruence in T .
The Uniform Word Problem is: Given ?, T and a pair of terms fx; yg decide whether fx; yg belongs to the closure of ? .
Generating Instances
Let hM; arityi be a given ranked alphabet. Let us x a positive integer n. We will generate a set ? of n axioms and an additional term to be checked, as given below. We will suppose that there is a ctitious operator of arity 1 in O such that whenever it is chosen means that a symbol from G is to be chosen. This is to assure that terms that are symbols from G can be generated as well. corresp. to and arity( ) elements e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e arity( ) corresp. to ; generate the pair f (g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :; g arity( ) ); (e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e arity( ) )g; update A := A f (g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :; g arity( ) ); (e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e arity( ) g end Notice that we generate a pair of terms each step and the terms of the next one are generated from the set of all the previous terms. This procedure generates n + 1 pairs of terms. The rst n terms will be the axioms and the last one is the term fx; yg we want to check. Clearly, the procedure instance generates any term, so we cover all the instances, and moreover, the probability distribution over the instances is uniform. The encoding of an instance of UWP is then the sequence of axioms followed by the term to be checked.
The Deduction "Tree" Algorithm and Its Expected Time
We describe an algorithm which inputs an encoding of an instance of UWP consisting of a set ? of n axioms and a pair of terms fx; yg, and decides whether fx; yg belongs to the closure of ?. y m deduce (u; z).
Repeat until no deductions are possible. Notice that this algorithm constructs a deduction "tree." The axioms are the leaves, and the depth of any node is (de ned to be) one greater than the maximum depth of the nodes from which it was deduced. Let d be the expected depth of the closure of ?. We claim that d = polylog(n).
Theorem 1 The expected time to decide whether a given pair fx; yg belongs the closure of a set of axioms ? considered under the uniform distribution is at most log 3 n for some constant > 1 and su ciently large n, with high probability.
Proof. Here is the idea of the proof. The time needed by the deduction algorithm is closely related to the depth of the deduction tree. We will nd an recurrence equation on this last which enables us to derive a polylogarithmic upper bound. More precisely, let us suppose that n= log n pairs of axioms are added to ? and let us estimate how much increases the depth of the deduction tree. We denote this quantity by (n). We prove rst the following fact.
Fact 1 There exist constants and such that (n) log n with probability at least 1 ? n ? .
Proof (of Fact 1). Indeed, in the worst case we can suppose that all the n pairs are at the top-level d. Let K d be this current highest level and K d+1 be the set of terms deduced at step d + 1 and jK max d+1 j be the maximum size of K d+1 . More generally, let jK max d+i j denote the maximum size of K d+i corresponding to step i. Based on Cherno bonds HR90] we prove the following fact from which we will derive the claim.
Fact 2 jK max d+i j = (n= log i n) with high probability (at least 1 ? exp(?"=2 n= log i n)).
Proof (of Fact 2). We prove it for then case i = 1 (i.e. when passing from level K d+1 to K d+2 ), the general case is similar. The level K d+2 will be produced if there will occur a deduction. Let p 1 be this probability. We can easily seen that this probability is at least one half, p 1 2 (n= log n)=(n + log n) 1=2. That means, we can bound the process by an n= log n Bernoulli trials with probability 1=2. Then, applying Cherno bounds HR90], we have that jK max d+1 j = (n= log n) with high probability, i.e. at least 1 ? exp(?"=2 n= log n)), for any " 2 (0; 1).
At the second step the only pairs that will cause deductions are those of K d+1 . Let E 1 be the event:
E 1 = fjK max d+1 j = ( n log n ); when n= log n axioms are addedg:
We calculate the probability p 2 that a deduction occurs at the step d + 2, conditioning on E 1 . Using the same idea as above, a new deduction will occur with probability p 2 = 2 jK d+1 j=n and since jK max d+1 j=2 jK d+1 j jK max d+1 j, we obtain p 2 = (1= log n). Applying again Cherno bounds we conclude that jK max d+2 j = (n= log 2 n), with probability at least 1 ? exp (?" 2 =2 n= log 2 n), " 2 (0; 1).
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Next, let k = (log n= log log n) and let us consider the events E i , i = 1; : : :k, E i = fjK max d+i j = (n= log i n); when n= log n axioms are addedg: Now we prove that
(1 ? exp(?"=2 n= log i n)) 1 ? n ? :
After k = (log n= log log n) steps there will be left a log n axioms, for some constant a, which can contribute at most a log n additional levels. Therefore, we conclude that, with high probability, the increase (n) when there are added n= log n new axioms is (n) k + a log n log n, for some constant . 2 Finally, the expected depth d n for the whole closure of n + n= log n axioms satis es the 
An Algorithm which Gives Better Bound
The result on the deduction algorithm given in the previous subsection is su cient to state that UWP is in the class Average NC. However, algorithms with better bounds are possible. Here we consider the algorithm given in Koz77] and show a better bound on the expected deduction time. We say that x derives y in one step, denoted x ! y, if there is an axiom z w in ? and an occurrence of z in x such that when that occurrence of z is replaced by w then the result is y. Let ! be the transitive closure of !. Now, in terms of ! we have that x ? y if there exist a proof x ! x 1 ! ! x l ! y: We want to estimate the expected time of the proofs needed to decide whether fx; yg belongs to the closure of ?. We claim that the expected length of proofs is bounded from above by (4e + 1) log n, asymptotically.
Theorem 2 For su ciently large n, the expected length of proofs that decide whether a given pair of elements fx,yg belongs to the closure of a set of n axioms ? is upper bounded by (4e + 1) log n, with high probability.
Proof. Let T be the set of all the proofs, with a total of n = 2 k terms. We can consider a proof as a directed path from x to y. Di erent proofs may have common vertices (terms) other than x and y. So, let Q be the corresponding graph of T. Suppose The following hold Tat95]:
Fact 3 (a) E 1 = O((4e + 1) log n), and (b) E 2 tends to 0 when k tends to 1. Proposition 1 "-EUW is P-complete.
Proof. We show a logspace "-gap reduction from UWP to EUW. Given a set of m axioms ?, we let l = dm 2 ="e, for some " 2 (0; 1) and construct the following set of axioms ? 0 = ? ffx; x 1 g; fx 1 ; x 2 g; : : :; fx l ; ygg: 
3 Unit Resolution
In any instance of Unit Resolution JL77] we are given a set of clauses F in CNF, a clause C, and we want to determine whether C belongs to the closure of F under unit resolution.
When C = 2 the problem is to decide whether we can derive a contradiction.
Let V = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g be a set of literals i.e. propositional variables or their negations and suppose that in V appears either a literal or its negation but not both of them. We will generate uniformly at random instances of 3-Unit Resolution whose clauses have at most three literals. Let L 1 = fx i 1 ; : : :; x i k g be a subset of literals of V for some chosen xed k n, where x i j , j = 1; : : :; k are chosen uniformly at random from V . These literals will serve to generate the clauses of any instance. Let L t be the set of literals which appear in the instance at step t, t 1. In the step t + 1, we do the following: choose uniformly at random x i ; x j 2 L t and x l 2 V ; with probability one half generate the clause x l + :x i + :x j and with the same probability generate two clauses: x l + :x i and x l + :x j ; Set L t := L t fx l g.
Repeat the process until N clauses are generated.
This model generates a sample space C(k; N; 1=2) of instances with N clauses. It is clear that in such manner we generate all the instances since clauses of length one (literals), of length two and three are generated and moreover, we can easily see that the probability distribution over the instances is the uniform one.
The Algorithm and Its Expected Resolution Time
Let F = fC 1 ; : : :; C m g be the set of clauses in CNF. We de ne in F, a unit step resolution as follows: whenever we have clauses x and :x + C, deduce C. We say that C is obtained by a unit step resolution over (x; :x + C). More generally, a clause C is obtained by an m-step unit resolution i there exist a sequence U 1 ; U 2 ; : : :; U m C
where U j is (x i j ; C j ). In other terms, to achieve C we start from a pair (x i 1 ; C 1 ) and apply step by step the unit resolution. So, the sequence (3) can be written as:
(x i 1 ; C 1 ); (x i 2 ; C 2 ); : : :; (x i j ; C j ); : : :; (x im ; C m ) C where C j+1 is the result of unit step resolution over (x i j ; C j ). Further, consider a clause saturated i it is not possible to reduce it anymore by a unit step resolution. In general, a clause is possible to be reduced from di erent sequences of unit step resolution, which of them beginning with a di erent clause. So we can de ne the depth of a clause C to be the longest sequence from which C is reduced and the depth of F to be the maximum of depth of the clauses of F: D(F) = max C2F fD(C; F)g: Now, given an instance F of clauses, in order to decide in parallel whether the clause C belongs to the closure of F the algorithm proceeds as follows: detect and perform level by level all the unit step resolution, where each level is done in parallel. Here a level should be understood as the set of clauses of the same depth. Of course, the expected running time of this algorithm depends on the depth of the closure of F. We prove that the expected depth of the closure of F is polylog in the number of the clauses. Theorem 3 For su ciently large N, the expected resolution time to decide whether a given clause C belongs to the closure of a set of clauses F in CNF is bounded by (4e + 1) log N, with high probability.
Proof. Note that we have an order between the clauses with respect to their depth.
Suppose that the closure of F has N = 2 k clauses. Consider as an input coding for the algorithm the sequence C 1 ; : : :; C N where C j has no predecessor or two predecessors C i = x r and C l with i; l < j from which it was deduced. Partition the clauses into the following sets:
T i = fC j j 2 i j < 2 i+1 g:
Now, we want to estimate the expected resolution time needed to deduce C. Let where the rst sum is over 1 i; l k, the second over 2 M l de ned as above, and the third over m 1 ; : : :; m l . set (x; y; z) in R. Repeat this process until N elements of R are generated.
Clearly, every relation R in X X X is generated and furthermore the probability distribution over them is uniform. The encoding of an instance is the sequence of elements of T and the triples of R. A parallel algorithm for a given instance provides by levels as follows: at level 0 the set of accessible elements is T. Find all the pairs (y; z) of T and the elements x 2 X such that (x; y; z) 2 R. The elements x's found in such way are accessible.
Let A t be the set of accessible elements until step t. In the next step nd all the pairs (y; z) of A t and the elements x 2 X such that (x; y; z) 2 R. Repeat this process until no accessible elements are left. Let N be the total number of accessible elements. Note that this algorithm provides a natural oder between the accessible elements. The executed time is the length of the longest sequence from any element of T to any accessible element. We can estimate the expected time of this algorithm as in the cases before. Here we formulate only the theorem which states the result of that analysis.
Theorem 4 For su ciently large N the expected time to decide whether a given set S has some accessible element is bounded by (4e + 1) log N, with high probability.
Generability Problem
This problem is de ned as follows JL77]: Given hX; T; x; i where X is a set, T a subset of X, x is an element of X and a binary (commutative) operation, decide whether x belongs to the closure of T.
Generating Instances. Let X = fx 1 ; : : :; x m g be a given set of m elements. Generate rstly, uniformly at random a set T of k elements from X, T = ft 1 ; : : :; t k g and the element x to be checked. Further, we generate the table of the binary operation in X by the following procedure: procedure table tab:= ;; for i:=1 to m 2 do choose uniformly at random x 2 X and y 2 X; if (x; y) 6 2 tab then choose uniformly at random z 2 X; set x y = z and tab := tab f(x; y)g; end Notice that the binary operation given by table is de ned correctly. We consider the pair (x; y) unordered so this operation is commutative. Furthermore, all the tables that de ne such operation are generated and the probability distribution over them is uniform.
The algorithm to nd the closure of T proceeds as follows. Let closure(T) := T. At rst step, we nd all the pairs (x; y) 2 T such that z = x y; z 6 2 T and set closure(T) := closure(T) fzg. At step t, nd all the pairs (x; y) 2 closure(T) such that z = x y; z 6 2 closure(T) and set closure(T) := closure(T) fzg. Repeat until no new elements can be added. Note that we have an order between the elements as they were inserted in closure(T).
We can de ne the depth of an element z in the closure(T) as one greater than the depth of x and y from which it was obtained, and the depth(closure(T)) as the maximum of the depth of its elements. The maximum depth corresponds to the longest sequence beginning with an element of T to any element of the closure. Let N = 2 k be the number of the elements of the closure. We can analyze the expected depth of the closure(T) in terms of N as in the cases above, therefore we can formulate the analogue theorem for Generability.
Theorem 5 For su ciently large N the expected time to decide whether a given element x 2 X belongs to the closure of a given subset T of X is bounded by (4e+1) log N with high probability.
